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Pagerank: The web as a behavioral dataset 

 

 

 



DB size =1-2 trillion sites 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Google server farms 

2 million machines (est ?) 



1998 – sponsored search 
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2002 



Sponsored search 

• Google revenue around $28 bn last year from marketing, 97% 
of the companies revenue.  

 

• Sponsored search uses an auction – a pure competition for 
marketers trying to win access to consumers.  

 

• In other words, a competition for models of consumers – 
their likelihood of responding to the ad – and of determining 
the right bid for the item. 

 

• There are around 20 billion search requests a month. Perhaps 
a trillion events of history between search providers.  

 

• Features that matter: source URL, time-of-day, geo, 
demographics, and user history. Increasingly real-time.  

 



Sponsored search 



Sponsored search 



Recommenders 

 



Tag data + Implicit tagging 

Based on Luis Von Ahn’s ESP game 

Flickr hosts around 6 billion images 



Sentiment Analysis 

http://www.youtube.com/v/ujcrJZRSGkg&hl=en_US


Social Media and Crises 

Mislove et al. 2011 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJ1EQbmJ_LQ


Bluefin Technologies 

http://www.bluefinlabs.com/video/video_abcdebate.html


John Kelly, Berkman center Harvard 

Computational Social Science 



Leskovec, Backstrom, Kleinberg 



This course will… 

cover a core of algorithms for mining behavioral data. 

 

explore and develop tools for behavioral data mining, 
addressing ease-of-use and scalability.  

 

describe models of human behavior that shape algorithm 
design and implementation. 

 

have several short coding/modeling assignments and one 
major project (individual or team of two).  

 

 
 

 

 



Behavior Change 

Proceeds by charting attitudes toward change topics, 
discovering the apparent causal influence of those 
attitudes, and trying to change the ones that are 
obstructing change.  

 

At a deeper level peoples’ ability to change depends on an 
interconnected set of schema about themselves. These 
have been explored through identity narratives. Journal 
and diary sites provide and ideal resource to analyze those 
patterns.  

 
 

 

 



Instructor 

John Canny (Ph.D. MIT 1987) 
research in computer vision, robotics 

 

DataMining projects 

• MarkLogic co-founder 2003 

• BigTribe/Overstock 2004-2005 

• Yahoo 2007-2008 

• Ebay 2009-2010 

• Quantcast 2010-2011 

 

Research in behavior change, health care, education, 
computational social science: using data mining techniques on 
social media.  

 



Course Mechanics 

The class wiki is up at: 

http://bid.berkeley.edu/cs294-1-spring12/index.php/Main_Page  

 

There is no textbook for the course, but several recommended 
texts are up on the wiki.  

There will be required and recommended readings posted 
before each class. Those are the “text” for the class.  

 

There is a Piazza for Berkeley as “CS294-1”. Please sign up on  

http://piazza.com  
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TA, Office Hours, Section 

Teaching Assistants 

– Kenghao Chang: (BID Lab, 354 Hearst Mining) 
 

Office Hours 

– John Canny:  Tu 4-5, in 637 Soda Hall, and by appointment 
 

Section 

– Weds 1-2pm in 310 Soda 

 



Prerequisites 

A desire to learn a bunch of new topics and the time to do it.  

In order: 

• Basic machine learning: 

– Linear algebra, Bayesian statistics 

• Languages:  Scala, Xquery, Hadoop 

– Matlab/R familiarity will help 

• Characteristics of human behavior in the large 

– Power laws, personality, diffusion theory, dual-process 

models?  

• Some aspects of system/cluster architecture that most affect 

performance.  

 



Course Size 

The course size is limited by the room and by cluster resources, 

at least this time around.  

The good news is that CS281B (Alex Smola) has a very similar 

emphasis this semester. i.e. machine learning at scale.  

 



 

What is data mining? 



Data Mining 

The process of exploiting large amounts of data? – YES 

 

The art of discovering structure and value in “messy” data? – 

YES!, and this is where innovation happens.  

• Agile visualization and analysis of raw data 

• Quick hypothesis testing with “sketch” models 

• Ability to test against samples of big datasets 

• Ability to easily migrate to large scale 

• Ability to get performance data on the scaled-up model 

 

 

 

 



Tools that are out there 

• Matlab and R: basic math and matrix algebra + toolboxes + 
user-contributed m-files 

 

• Hadoop Map-Reduce + Java 

 

• ML toolkits: Weka, Apache Mahout (for Hadoop) 

 

• MarkLogic Server (Xquery + XML datastore) + open-
source counterparts: eXist, BaseX,…  

 

• Microsoft SQL server with Analysis Services 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tools Wish List 

• Simple, SQL-like interface (like Hive, which sits on Hadoop) + 

matrix algebra 

 

• Good numerical performance (like Matlab) but a real 

programming language (SciPy) 

 

• Add some new operations to MR to support machine-learning 

algorithms (reduction trees, shared memory, early 

termination…) 

 



Tools Wish List 
Something like 

 

SELECT c1, c2, f(c1,c2) as c3 FROM <table1> 

WITH <model_name> 

UPDATE g(c1, c3) 

INTO <table3>  

ITERATE_UNTIL (i == n) 

SKETCH 0.1 

ORDERBY… 

GROUPBY… 

 

On in-memory or Hadoop tables (c.f. Spark) or ML data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mapper and reducer functions  

with same name 



• Runs on a Java Virtual Machine, full access to Java code, and 
mostly vice-versa (can run in Hadoop).  

 

• Has a REPL (Read-Eval-Print Loop)  so with the right 
libraries it’s a Matlab-like analysis/viz environment. 

 

• Lots of language virtues: 
– Modular syntax, can add operators 

– Smart type inference, implicit type conversions 

– Functions are first-class objects, has anonymous functions 

– “Mapping” operations widely used in programs 

– In fact, can realize map-reduce operations on tables in a 
very natural way.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ScalaNLP, a Berkeley-developed toolkit for Natural-language 

processing and machine learning, and a simple toolkit for matrix 

algebra (BIDMat).  

 

We will work with Hadoop for large datasets, and MarkLogic 

Server for live querying.  MarkLogic has a Hadoop connector 

that bridges between the two clusters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tools we will use 



Intentional side-effect of the course.  

 

• We will be developing libraries* for local and distributed data 

mining as we go along, layering on Hadoop, Scala and 

MarkLogic. 

 

 

* which in the Scala context means interactive environments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Developing New Tools 



• Accuracy: as scientists, we care most about accuracy: 

drawing the most accurate conclusions we can from the data.  

 

• Resolution: we also want to be able to tell whether putative 

structure is there at all, i.e. can we resolve it? 

 

• For exploring data we want answers quickly!  

 

Generally speaking, both accuracy and resolution improve with 

the amount of data processed. So there are many reasons to 

improve speed and scale, i.e. algorithm and system 

performance really matter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Few Words on Performance 



Performance is a small but very important part of the course. 

You don’t need to be a systems specialist to be able to apply 

these principles.  

• Understanding asymptotics, O(n2) vs O(n log n) 

• Understanding memory: sequential vs. random access, cache 

hierarchy.  

• Having a feel for constants: hashing, string comparison, array 

access etc.  

 

Often, the solution is to use an efficient library (e.g. Intel MKL or 

Atlas for matrix operations, scientific functions, and random 

numbers).  

 

 

 

 

 

Simple Performance Rules 



In Java: multiply C = A * B,  

where A is an m*p matrix, B is a p*n matrix 

 

for (int i = 0; i < m; i++) { 

  for (int j = 0; j < n; j++) { 

    double sum = 0; 

    for (int k = 0; k < p; k++)  

      sum += A[i,k] * B[k,j]; 

    C[i,j] = sum; 

}} 

(For Java, we map [i, j] to [i + j*nrows]) 

 

 

 

 

Case Study: Grandma’s Matrix Multiply 



Performance: Mahout (1000x1000 multiply, Intel i5):  

1.2 secs, 0.16 Gflops 

 

Matlab performance (i.e. Intel MKL), same machine, same 

problem: ?? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study: Matrix Multiply 



Performance: Mahout (1000x1000 multiply, Intel i5):  

1.2 secs, 0.16 Gflops 

 

Matlab performance (i.e. Intel MKL), same machine, same 

problem: 26 msecs, 75 Gflops, about 500x faster.  

 

Where does the difference come from?: 

• Matlab’s implementation is multi-threaded, 4x 

• 2x Overhead in array access calculations “getQuick(i,j)” 

• * Memory “grain” (about 10x).  

• Memory hierarchy (L1, L2, L3 caches), Intel SSSE4 

instructions, loop unrolling, hand assembly-coding,… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study: Matrix Multiply 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study: Matrix Multiply 

C A 
B 

= i i 

j j k 

k 

Column-major order, memory “grain” 



DRAM 

• Reading one location really reads a row (16kB for 4GB 

DRAM). Sequential access >>faster>> random access 

16 kB row 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Fixing Matrix Multiply 

C A 
B 

= i i 

j j k 

k 

Column-major order, memory “grain” 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Fixing Matrix Multiply 

C A 
B 

= i i 

j j k 

k 

Column-major order, memory “grain” 



(Assume C is initialized to zero) 

for (int j = 0; j < n; j++)  

  for (int k = 0; k < p; k++) { 

    double bval = B[k,j]; 

    for (int i = 0; i < m; i++)  

      C[i,j] += A[i,k] * bval; 

} 

About 10x faster on 1000x1000 matrices, i7 processor. Caveats: 

• 100x100 multiply also much faster with Grandma’s alg.! 

• But you can get similar gains with large dense/sparse 

operations by paying attention to grain.  

 

 

 

Case Study: Matrix Multiply 



Is the limiting step in many algorithms (LDA, regression,…). 

There are probably some gains to be had by exploiting the 

structure (Power-law distribution of term frequencies) of the 

sparse matrices.  

 

 

 

Aside: Dense-Sparse Matrix Multiply 



Or: what is XQuery/MarkLogic and what is it good for?  

 

 

 

 

 

Real-Time vs. Offline Mining 



• XML stored natively in 

tree structure. 

• Schema are trees, can be 

recursive. 

• Indices on schema 

elements. 

• Can construct new kinds 

of indices from builtins. 

• Queries works directly 

with HTML, web services, 

SOAP etc.  

 

 

 

 

XML vs. relational DBs 

• Data types stored as 

columns in a table. 

• Schema define columns 

and relations. 

• Indices on columns. 

 

• Indices only for known 

datatypes. 

• “code” written separately 

in PHP, java etc.   

 

 

 



An example 

Flat geo-data (from Census) stored 

hierarchically as R-trees in XML 

An SVG (XML) map generated with  

an XQuery on the geodata 



Raw tweets, labeled from overall word content: 
<status … sentiment=“0.3”> 
<status … sentiment=“-0.45”> 
<status … sentiment=“0.2”> 

Search for “Romney”  
<status text=“…Romney…” sentiment=“0.2”> 
<status text=“…Romney…” sentiment=“0.3”> 

Average by state  
<sentiment state=“CA” score=“0.1”> 
<sentiment state=“WA” score=“0.2”> 

Join with SVG map : 

 

 

                                            

Sentiment Analysis on ML 



Ebay recommendations: Need to identify products first 

 

 

Real-Time Clustering (SIGIR 2011) 



Ebay recommendations: 

• Identify products by clustering 

• Build a hierarchy of naïve Bayes models for products-to-
products 

• When new items come in, they are assigned to a product 
cluster so they can source or sink recommendations.  

 

The most “sellable” items are short-lived. The quicker they are 
sorted into product categories, the better the odds of their 
being sold quickly. That improves recommender revenues.  

 

 

Real-Time Clustering 



 

 

Real-Time Clustering (SIGIR 2011) 



Probabilities of membership in each cluster are non-linear, but 

log likelihoods simplify to: 

 

 

 

where akv are transformed cluster centers, biv are item 

descriptions.  

 

i.e. finding the best-matching cluster reduces to finding the 

largest inner product between item description vectors and 

cluster centers. Treat cluster centers as “documents,” and this 

becomes a search problem.   

Real-Time Clustering 



Real-Time Clustering 

1. Compute 

10-100k 

clusters 

2. Insert cluster centers 

as documents 

3. New item 

description  

text query 

4. Best matching 

clusters returned 

in order 


